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Introduction

Introduction

Time to Talk Vocabulary Builder is a five-level, ten-book series designed to assist 

students in their English vocabulary studies as they progress from the foundational 

level through to the upper intermediate level. The words and activities featured in 

the series become progressively more challenging to meet the needs of students 

at different stages of their English language development.

Vocabulary 

The words featured in Time to Talk Vocabulary Builder are high-frequency words 

encountered in both spoken and written English. Students will find the words 

invaluable in their study of English. Twenty words are introduced in every unit. In 

one book, students will learn 400 new words. That is a total of 4,000 new words 

over the whole series. Each word is introduced with a definition and example 

sentence, allowing students to see words in context from the outset. Pictures 

accompanying the definitions provide clues to assist students in visualising the 

words and forming related associations—an important part of memory and recall. 

Activities

The activities in each unit provide students with extensive exposure to the target 

words of that unit. Activities are designed to give students the opportunity to think 

about the meaning and usage of the vocabulary, and the relationship between the 

target words and other words. Each unit features a short passage containing some 

of the target vocabulary in a new context, followed by comprehension questions. 

A review section provides an opportunity for students to test their understanding 

and recall of the words.



How to Use

Words to Learn
-  Students are encouraged to write each word in their 

native language, creating a personal dictionary for  
future reference. The students should study the pictures 
and see how they relate to the example sentences. 
Focusing on the images will enable students to create 
their own mental image for each word, which will assist 
with the retention of the word and its meaning.

-  Students can make flashcards with the target word on one 
side and the definition and example sentence on the other.  
Alternatively, students can write the target words on one 
side and a translation of the word on the back.

Unit 1
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Words to LearnWords to Learn

Learn the words. Write each word in your language.

argument    
n.  a discussion between people with different opinions 
  Their constant arguments prevented them from working together. 
 
assertive   
adj. confident and unafraid to say what one thinks
  April was polite but assertive when she explained why her idea 

was the best. 

breakthrough   
n. a discovery or event that helps to improve a situation
 The scientists made a breakthrough in finding a cure for the disease. 

breathtaking     
adj. extremely beautiful
 The view from the top of the mountain is breathtaking. 

charge   
n. a fee to be paid in order to use something
 Ted had to pay a charge to use the cash machine at the bank. 

demand     
v. to ask for something in a strong and forceful way 
 Max demanded that the waiter bring him a new meal. 

exact    
adj. precise; in great detail
 You should make exact measurements before cutting wood. 

experiment    
n. a scientific test done to see what happens in certain conditions
 Toby loves doing experiments in his science class. 

familiar    
adj. easy to recognise because of being seen or met before
 Of course she looks familiar. You met her yesterday! 

inch   
n. a unit used to measure length, especially in the US 
 One inch is about 2.5 cm. 
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judge  
n. a person in a court of law who makes the final decision 
 The judge demanded that everyone be quiet.

lack  
n. a shortage; an absence of something required  
 Briana is suffering from a lack of sleep this week.

none  
n. not one 
 None of Sally’s friends are at her party yet.

promotion  
n. the act of moving someone to a higher position or status 
 Paul was delighted to get a promotion.

regard  
v. to consider; to have an opinion about something 
 Frank and Alan will always regard each other as best friends.

shore  
n. the land along the edge of the sea, a river or a lake  
 The family had a picnic on the shore of the lake.

spray  
v. to spread liquid out over a large area 
 The firefighter sprayed water on the burning building.

trust  
v.  to believe that someone is good; to believe that someone will  

do what they promise or claim  
 Kevin trusts his new business partner to work hard.

unless  
conj. except if 
  The man said they couldn’t enter unless their names were on  

his list.

vote  
v.  to formally express an opinion by choosing between two or  

more choices 
 Vera voted in the election for a new president.
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Practice
-  Students test their understanding and ability to use 

the new words through five practice activities. These 
activities test recognition of the words and their related 
images, usage of the words in context and understanding 
of the meaning of words. 

-  For additional practice, students can prepare their own 
example sentences for each word.

Practice

Unit 1

1.  Which of the following might result in the end of a friendship?
 a. A breakthrough b. A charge   c. A shore  d. An argument

2.  How would you describe someone who you have met before?
 a. Exact b. Familiar c. Attractive d. Breathtaking

3.   What does a person receive when he or she moves from the position of 
assistant to manager?

 a. An inch   b. A shore c. A promotion  d. A judge

4.  How are most scientific breakthroughs made?
 a. By voting  b. By being assertive  
 c. By doing experiments d. By making a charge

5.  What kind of measurement is 3.442 inches?
 a. Exact  b. Familiar  c. Trusted  d. Unless  

C. Choose the best answer.

D. Choose the best answer to complete each sentence. 

1.  If you demand something, you

 a. do something for others.
 b. strongly request it.
 c. ask for something kindly. 

3.  A charge is something 

 a. you do when fighting.   
 b.  you receive from a friend.
 c.  you must pay for a service.

5.   There is a lack of milk at home, so

 a.  I will make ice cream.
 b. I have extra.
 c.  I need to buy more.

2.  A judge has to

 a.  make decisions in court.
 b.  do scientific experiments.
 c.  understand how to vote.

4.  None of these shoes fit, so 

 a.  I want to buy all of them.
 b.  I need a bigger size.
 c.  I will get a pair.

6.  To regard something is to

 a.  like doing it very much.
 b.  have an opinion about it.
 c.  give it back to someone.

A. Write the correct word under each picture. Two words will not be used.

1.   vote trust expect choose

2.  promotion none nothing regard

3.  familiar lack demand request

4.  unless exact except if assertive

5.  prove charge declare fee

B. Choose the pair of words that are similar in each group of words.

1. _____________

4. _____________

2. _____________

5. _____________

3. _____________

6. _____________

 vote experiment breathtaking spray 
  regard demand familiar judge

E.  Match the vocabulary words to the sentences. Then say the sentences. 

Vocabulary Words Sentences

1. trust (v.) • •
a.  Sometimes I pretend to agree with my friend so 

that I can avoid a(n) .

2. shore (n.) • •
b.   I like fishing, so I’d rather spend a day 

on the  of a lake than in the 
mountains.

3.  breathtaking 
(adj.)

• •
c.  I don’t find it easy to  people.  

I have been deceived several times.

4. argument (n.) • •
d.  I’d like to be a more  person. 

I find it hard to make others listen to my 
opinions.

5. assertive (adj.) • •
e.  The most  view I have ever 

seen was in Switzerland. 

trust 
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Read & Extend and Review
-  The Read section contains some of the words in a 

passage. Students see the words in a new context 
and test their recall of the meanings. Reading 
comprehension questions allow students to think 
carefully about what they have read. 

-  The Extend activity in this section presents a selection 
of the target words in idiomatic expressions to show 
students new ways in which the vocabulary can be used. 

-  Review provides a global review of the contents of 
the unit. Students can work alone to test themselves, 
or work with a partner to make this into a more 
collaborative review activity. 

Read Extend and Review

C. Circle the correct words.

1.  The (shore / breakthrough) along the lake has a (breathtaking / exact) view.

2.  The manager (sprays / regards) John as a good choice for (inch / promotion).

3.   Jordan got into an (argument / promotion) with his credit card company over an 
unexpected (charge / experiment).

4.  (None / Lack) of my friends (demanded / voted) in the recent election.

5.   (Normally / Unless) you have a ruler, we have no way to make (exact / familiar) 
measurements.

6.   We have to (trust / regard) that the (argument / judge) is objective when making 
decisions. 

7.   A(n) (assertive / familiar) person knows how to (trust / spray) something in a 
polite way. 

8.   The (spray / lack) of space on the counter makes it difficult to do  
(prepositions / experiments).

B. Fill in the blanks with the correct phrases. Use the correct form.

1. The concert was so bad that the audience                                                                  ,  
 and there were only five people left at the end. 

2.  Who was that on the phone? His voice                                                                        . 

3.   I lost my contact lens! We’ll have to search the floor  
                                                                       .

4.   Julia doesn’t seem smart, but                                                                        . She’s 
actually top of her class.

judge a book by its cover inch by inch     
vote with one’s feet have a familiar ring 

A. Learn these phrases. 

judge a book by to prejudge the value of something by appearance alone
its cover  Alan looks lazy, but you shouldn’t judge a book by its cover. He actually 

does a lot of things for his community.
inch by inch   in great detail and in many very small stages
  She looked over the bag inch by inch before she decided to buy it.  
vote with one’s  to show that you are not satisfied with something by leaving
feet   If the boss client won’t listen to our demands, I’ll vote with my feet and 

walk out. 
have a familiar ring    to seem or sound like something one has heard before
  Have you told me this story before? It has a familiar ring to it.

Unit 1

1.  And it seems like there is                                                                                       every day.

2.   However, there is                                                                                               the scientific 
community.

3.   Any results must be repeatable,                                                                                       ,  
by other scientists doing the same experiments. 

B. Find each sentence above. Write the missing words.

1.  What is the main idea of this passage?

 a. Arguments among the public b.  Misunderstood conflict 
 c.  Becoming a scientist d.  Researching technology 

2. What leads to confusion about scientific results? 

 a. The scientific community b.  Public trust 
 c.  Media reports d.  Repeatable experiments

3.  How can scientists be convinced that results are true?

 a. There needs to be an argument. b.  There should be a news report.
 c.  Many years must go by. d.  There must be repeated proof.

A. Choose the best answers.

Breakthroughs or Not?

Scientific research is a great thing. It is responsible for the 
development of all the technological conveniences we use today.  
And it seems like there is news of a new scientific breakthrough  
every day. However, there is a lot of argument within the scientific community. What is 
regarded as a breakthrough by one set of researchers can be considered as lacking in  
proof by another. How can the public trust the news of any research results? 

Although this disagreement between different sets of researchers may seem confusing, 
it is due to the nature of science itself. Scientific progress is based on thorough testing 
of new ideas through a large number of experiments. Any results must be repeatable, to 
an exact degree, by other scientists doing the same experiments. Before the repetition of 
experiments by other researchers, results are often regarded as unproved at best. Unless 
there is repeated proof, none of the results will be considered convincing by the scientific 
community as a whole. 

And this is even truer for any scientific results considered important or cutting edge. The 
scientific community will demand even more proof for results that are considered possible 
‘breakthroughs.’ But this collection of support can take years before experts in the field 
are persuaded. During this time, other experts can and will express doubts about the new 
ideas and results presented.

So, what can appear as conflicting opinions or confusion is actually a sign of progress. 
In fact, news of a breakthrough is often just an example of the media reporting the results 
of early stages of research in a sensational way, in order to get more attention. 
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Words to LearnWords to Learn

Learn the words. Write each word in your language.

argument    
n.  a discussion between people with different opinions 
  Their constant arguments prevented them from working together. 

assertive   
adj. confident and unafraid to say what one thinks
  April was polite but assertive when she explained why her idea 

was the best. 

breakthrough   
n. a discovery or event that helps to improve a situation
 The scientists made a breakthrough in finding a cure for the disease. 

breathtaking     
adj. extremely beautiful
 The view from the top of the mountain is breathtaking. 

charge   
n. a fee to be paid in order to use something
 Ted had to pay a charge to use the cash machine at the bank. 

demand     
v. to ask for something in a strong and forceful way 
 Max demanded that the waiter bring him a new meal. 

exact    
adj. precise; in great detail
 You should make exact measurements before cutting wood. 

experiment    
n. a scientific test done to see what happens in certain conditions
 Toby loves doing experiments in his science class. 

familiar    
adj. easy to recognise because of being seen or met before
 Of course she looks familiar. You met her yesterday! 

inch   
n. a unit used to measure length, especially in the US 
 One inch is about 2.5 cm. 
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judge  
n. a person in a court of law who makes the final decision 
 The judge demanded that everyone be quiet.

lack  
n. a shortage; an absence of something required  
 Briana is suffering from a lack of sleep this week.

none  
n. not one 
 None of Sally’s friends are at her party yet.

promotion  
n. the act of moving someone to a higher position or status 
 Paul was delighted to get a promotion.

regard  
v. to consider; to have an opinion about something 
 Frank and Alan will always regard each other as best friends.

shore  
n. the land along the edge of the sea, a river or a lake  
 The family had a picnic on the shore of the lake.

spray  
v. to spread liquid out over a large area 
 The firefighter sprayed water on the burning building.

trust  
v.  to believe that someone is good; to believe that someone will  

do what they promise or claim  
 Kevin trusts his new business partner to work hard.

unless  
conj. except if 
  The man said they couldn’t enter unless their names were on  

his list.

vote  
v.  to formally express an opinion by choosing between two or  

more choices 
 Vera voted in the election for a new president.
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Practice

1.  Which of the following might result in the end of a friendship?
 a. A breakthrough b. A charge   c. A shore  d. An argument

2.  How would you describe someone who you have met before?
 a. Exact b. Familiar c. Attractive d. Breathtaking

3.   What does a person receive when he or she moves from the position of assistant to 
manager?

 a. An inch   b. A shore c. A promotion  d. A judge

4.  How are most scientific breakthroughs made?
 a. By voting  b. By being assertive  
 c. By doing experiments d. By making a charge

5.  What kind of measurement is 3.442 inches?
 a. Exact  b. Familiar  c. Trusted  d. Unless  

C. Choose the best answer.

A. Write the correct word under each picture. Two words will not be used.

1. _____________

4. _____________

2. _____________

5. _____________

3. _____________

6. _____________

 vote experiment breathtaking spray 
  regard demand familiar judge

1.   vote trust expect choose

2.  promotion none nothing regard

3.  familiar lack demand request

4.  unless exact except if assertive

5.  prove charge declare fee

B. Choose the pair of words that are similar in each group of words.
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D. Choose the best answer to complete each sentence. 

1.  If you demand something, you

 a. do something for others.
 b. strongly request it.
 c. ask for something kindly. 

3.  A charge is something 

 a. you do when fighting.   
 b.  you receive from a friend.
 c.  you must pay for a service.

5.   There is a lack of milk at home, so

 a.  I will make ice cream.
 b. I have extra.
 c.  I need to buy more.

2.  A judge has to

 a.  make decisions in court.
 b.  do scientific experiments.
 c.  understand how to vote.

4.  None of these shoes fit, so 

 a.  I want to buy all of them.
 b.  I need a bigger size.
 c.  I will get a pair.

6.  To regard something is to

 a.  like doing it very much.
 b.  have an opinion about it.
 c.  give it back to someone.

E.  Match the vocabulary words to the sentences. Then say the sentences. 

Vocabulary Words Sentences

1. trust (v.) • •
a.  Sometimes I pretend to agree with my friend so 

that I can avoid a(n) .

2. shore (n.) • •
b.   I like fishing, so I’d rather spend a day 

on the  of a lake than in the 
mountains.

3.  breathtaking 
(adj.)

• •
c.  I don’t find it easy to  people.  

I have been deceived several times.

4. argument (n.) • •
d.  I’d like to be a more  person. 

I find it hard to make others listen to my 
opinions.

5. assertive (adj.) • •
e.  The most  view I have ever 

seen was in Switzerland. 

trust 
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Read

1.  And it seems like there is                                                                                       every day.

2.   However, there is                                                                                               the scientific 
community.

3.   Any results must be repeatable,                                                                                       ,  
by other scientists doing the same experiments. 

B. Find each sentence above. Write the missing words.

1.  What is the main idea of this passage?

 a. Arguments among the public b.  Conflict in the scientific community 
 c.  Becoming a scientist d.  Researching technology 

2. What leads to confusion about scientific results? 

 a. The scientific community b.  Public trust 
 c.  Media reports d.  Repeatable experiments

3.  How can scientists be convinced that results are true?

 a. There needs to be an argument. b.  There should be a news report.
 c.  Many years must go by. d.  There must be repeated proof.

A. Choose the best answers.

Breakthroughs or Not?

Scientific research is a great thing. It is responsible for the 
development of all the technological conveniences we use today.  
And it seems like there is news of a new scientific breakthrough  
every day. However, there is a lot of argument within the scientific community. What is 
regarded as a breakthrough by one set of researchers can be considered as lacking in  
proof by another. How can the public trust the news of any research results? 

Although this disagreement between different sets of researchers may seem confusing, 
it is due to the nature of science itself. Scientific progress is based on thorough testing 
of new ideas through a large number of experiments. Any results must be repeatable, to 
an exact degree, by other scientists doing the same experiments. Before the repetition of 
experiments by other researchers, results are often regarded as unproved at best. Unless 
there is repeated proof, none of the results will be considered convincing by the scientific 
community as a whole. 

And this is even truer for any scientific results considered important or cutting edge. The 
scientific community will demand even more proof for results that are considered possible 
‘breakthroughs.’ But this collection of support can take years before experts in the field 
are persuaded. During this time, other experts can and will express doubts about the new 
ideas and results presented.

So, what can appear as conflicting opinions or confusion is actually a sign of progress. 
In fact, news of a breakthrough is often just an example of the media reporting the results 
of early stages of research in a sensational way, in order to get more attention. 
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Extend and Review

C. Circle the correct words.

1.  The (shore / breakthrough) along the lake has a (breathtaking / exact) view.

2.  The manager (sprays / regards) John as a good choice for (inch / promotion).

3.   Jordan got into an (argument / promotion) with his credit card company over an 
unexpected (charge / experiment).

4.  (None / Lack) of my friends (demanded / voted) in the recent election.

5.   (Normally / Unless) you have a ruler, we have no way to make (exact / familiar) 
measurements.

6.   We have to (trust / regard) that the (argument / judge) is objective when making 
decisions. 

7.   A(n) (assertive / familiar) person knows how to (trust / demand) something in a 
polite way. 

8.   The (spray / lack) of space on the counter makes it difficult to do  
(prepositions / experiments).

B. Fill in the blanks with the correct phrases. Use the correct form.

1. The concert was so bad that the members of the audience                                                                   
                                             , and there were only five people left at the end. 

2.  Who was that on the phone? His voice                                                                       to it. 

3.   I lost my contact lens! We’ll have to search the floor  
                                                                       .

4.   Julia doesn’t seem smart, but                                                                        . She’s 
actually top of her class.

judge a book by its cover inch by inch     
vote with one’s feet have a familiar ring 

A. Learn these phrases. 

judge a book by to prejudge the value of something by appearance alone
its cover  Alan looks lazy, but you shouldn’t judge a book by its cover. He actually 

does a lot of things for his community.
inch by inch   in great detail and in many very small stages
  She looked over the bag inch by inch before she decided to buy it.  
vote with one’s  to show that you are not satisfied with something by leaving
feet   If the boss won’t listen to our demands, I’ll vote with my feet and walk 

out. 
have a familiar ring    to seem or sound like something one has heard before
  Have you told me this story before? It has a familiar ring to it.
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